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Flexible and stretchable power sources represent a key technology for the realization of wearable electronics. Developing flexible and stretchable batteries with mechanical endurance that is on par with commercial standards and offer compliance while retaining safety remains a significant challenge. We present a unique approach that demonstrates mechanically robust, intrinsically safe silver-zinc batteries. This approach uses current collectors with enhanced mechanical design, such as helical springs and serpentine geometries, to provide structural support and backbone for all battery components. We show wire-shaped batteries based on helical band springs that are resilient to fatigue and retain electrochemical performance over 17,000 flexure cycles at a 0.5-cm bending radius. Serpentine-shaped batteries can be stretched with tunable degree and directionality while maintaining their specific capacity. Finally, the batteries are integrated, as a wearable device, with a photovoltaic module that enables recharging of the batteries.

INTRODUCTION

There is currently a great deal of interest in incorporating electronic functions into clothing and wearable devices for applications such as sensing and health care (1). Flexible and stretchable batteries play an important role in achieving the vision of wearable and conforming electronics. In recent years, several approaches have been developed to achieve compliant batteries. The initial demonstrations were flexible batteries based on conventional planar structures, assembled through stacking of the battery components (2, 3). These designs evolved into more advanced form factors that enabled omnidirectional flexibility. Batteries in the shape of a fiber or wire (4–17), for example, can be twisted, tied, and woven into fabrics, allowing integration with wearable garments. In addition, several approaches to design stretchable batteries have been proposed, particularly using concepts of kirigami (18), origami (19), bridge-island battery design (20), arched electrode architecture (21), winding fibers around elastic support (14), embedding battery active materials within stretchable fabrics (22), and embedded nanowire elastic conductors (23). Despite innovative design strategies, there are no reports of wire batteries that exhibit fatigue resistance sufficient for applications in wearable systems that are likely to undergo thousands of flex cycles throughout their lifetime. In the case of stretchable batteries, none of the systems offer safety, compliance along multiple axes, and flexibility of electrode components simultaneously.

The compliant battery design concept introduced here addresses the aforementioned limitations of existing stretchable and wire-shaped battery systems. This strategy could be applied to a number of material composites and is demonstrated here on the silver-zinc (Ag-Zn) system, which has the advantage of high energy density combined with intrinsic safety. The core of the approach is in the utilization of metal current collectors with enhanced mechanical design, such as helical springs, serpentine geometries, and spirals, as a structural support and backbone for all of the battery components. These architectures effectively accommodate stress imposed by mechanical deformation, thus minimizing strain experienced by the electrodes without compromising their surface area.
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chargethe battery under multiple lighting conditions, including time-varying illumination that mimics the light conditions a wearable device may be exposed to during a typical daily routine. Such an accessory can harvest and store energy and provide power ranging from microwatts to milliwatts, depending on the illumination.

RESULTS
Design and fabrication of compliant batteries
The assembly process for wire- and serpentine-shaped batteries starts with the fabrication of a metal current collector of a specific geometry (ribbon or serpentine), followed by sequential deposition of the battery components. To scale the fabrication of wire or stretchable batteries to larger areas, the current collector must have good mechanical properties in addition to high conductivity. In our process, we use metal current collectors to achieve efficient current transport and use geometry to achieve flexibility. Typically, metal current collectors withstand elastic strains in a range of only 1% before plastic deformation and eventual fatigue. The geometry used here extends the range of elastic strain that the current collector can withstand during battery deformation. This contributes to an increase in fatigue resistance and battery lifetime. The extent of this increase is highly dependent on the current collector geometry. For example, in case of the serpentine current collector described in this work, the optically detectable plastic deformation does not occur until ~100% strain (fig. S1).

The fabrication process for the compliant batteries is presented in Fig. 1A. The mechanical properties of the final battery structure—wire (Fig. 1B) or serpentine (Fig. 1C) architecture—are determined by the current collector geometry. The helical band spring served as a current collector for the flexible wire-shaped batteries. To fabricate the helical band, we first cold-rolled the tin-coated copper wire by passing it between two rollers that compressed the cylindrical wire into 30-m-wide bands. Cold rolling served a dual function of fabricating the current collector material because of its high ductility and resistance to corrosion in an alkaline environment. The ductility of copper allows the current collector to be cold-rolled into the desired shape and is not leveraged after that. Zn was plated at high current densities that resulted in hyperdendritic morphology. This morphology can accommodate mechanical stress more effectively than dense Zn because of the presence of void spaces between dendrites and has been shown recently to cycle at higher rates and with better consistency than standard particulate paste zinc anodes (28, 29). The Zn–current collector composite was dip-coated in the polyvinyl alcohol (PVA)–based polymer electrolyte and wrapped with a cellophane layer. Cellophane protects the PVA separator and zinc anode from oxidation by silver ions. Cellophane membrane is an effective barrier for silver migration (30–33) because of the reducing properties of its constituent component—cellulose, which reduces silver ions to metallic silver, thus mitigating their further migration (32, 34). The PVA polymer electrolyte further enhances the mechanical properties of the battery by providing flexible support to the Zn electrode and delocalizing the stress experienced by the electrode (35). Last, the Ag electrode was wrapped around the structure to finish the battery. The details of the battery components are demonstrated via electron microscopy (SEM) characterization of the wire battery architecture (fig. S3). The silver electrode was constructed by embedding silver nanoparticle ink into a conductive thread and cold rolling the resulting composite to obtain a 30-μm-thick band (fig. S4). The

![Fig. 1. Fabrication of the compliant batteries.](image)

(A) The assembly flow diagram for the (B) flexible wire–shaped batteries achieved by shaping the current collector–electrode as a helical band spring and (C) stretchable serpentine-shaped batteries fabricated using the current collector of serpentine ribbon geometry.
charged at slower rates (36). However, among other factors, the period of time for which the slow discharge takes place determines whether a significant decrease or fluctuation in the battery capacity will occur. Because numerous wearable electronic systems operate in the high-current regime during data collection or transmission (37, 38), the bulk of the battery’s capacity is expected to discharge at high rates. Therefore, we do not expect a significant decrease in cycling stability when these batteries are used as part of wearable systems. The effect of the combination of charge/discharge rates on the capacity utilization of these batteries should be studied more rigorously with respect to specific applications.

Wire-shaped batteries for wearable applications are likely to undergo thousands of flex cycles of various combinations throughout their lifetime. Therefore, excellent mechanical endurance under repetitive load is a major design consideration for such a battery. The optical images of the flexible wire battery in flat and flexed configurations are presented in Fig. 2E and show high flexibility. The effect of repetitive dynamic mechanical load on the electrochemical performance was studied by monitoring the performance of the battery when the device is operated under continuous flexing conditions. The flexing was performed using a custom-made stage, shown in fig. S5, at the rate of two flexing cycles per minute. The length of the battery used for this study was 1.5 cm. By keeping the length of the battery comparable with the bending diameter, we ensured that the device was subjected to mechanical stress throughout its whole length. Figure 2F compares the cycling performance of the battery operated in a flat configuration and while being continuously flexed to a bending diameter of 1 cm. Minor fluctuations in capacity and decrease in efficiency are observed when the battery is operated in the continuous flexing regime versus when operated in a flat configuration. The capacity fluctuations were more pronounced during the first five electrochemical cycles, afterward the system stabilizes, as indicated by the constant capacity and the increased efficiency of consecutive cycles. The overall capacity of the battery increased by more than 10% as a result of flexing (fig. S6). Electrochemical impedance spectroscopy (EIS) measurements were carried out before and after flexing. The results and detailed analysis of the electromechanical characterization are presented in the Supplementary Methods and fig. S7. EIS measurements support the speculation that the increase in capacity is attributed to an increase in the active surface area of the limiting Ag electrode, leading to higher material utilization as a result of flexing (39–45). Thus, the electromechanical characterization demonstrated that constructing the battery around the helical band spring current collector resulted in a device resilient to repetitive dynamic mechanical load. The postmortem SEM characterization (fig. S8) suggests that efforts to further increase the robustness of the wire batteries should be focused on the polymer electrolyte.

**Electrochemical and mechanical performance of stretchable batteries**

The elongation of the battery based on the helical spring current collector is limited by the mechanical properties of the polymer electrolyte, cellophane layer, and silver electrode. Replacing the helical spring current collector with serpentine ribbon geometry overcomes this limitation and improves the effective macroscale elasticity of the battery.

The electromechanical characterization of serpentine-based batteries was performed using a simple structure. Before electrochemical characterization of the battery, the stretching and elastic deformation limits were determined empirically. The optical images for the serpentine ribbon current collectors stretched to various degrees and after releasing the stretch are presented in fig. S1. The serpentines had a
stretching limit close to 200%. Optically detectable plastic deformation occurred after 100% stretch. Although the current collectors are likely to deform plastically before reaching the 100% stretch limit (27), the deformation must have occurred locally, because the structure was able to return to its original shape. Therefore, 100% stretch was chosen as the experimental limit for electromechanical testing of the battery.

The electromechanical performance of the serpentine battery was then evaluated by operating the battery flat, 100% stretched, and under continuous flexing while being continuously flexed to a bending diameter (D) of 1 cm.

Fig. 2. Electrochemical and mechanical characterization of the flexible wire battery. (A) Capacity per unit length (mA-hour cm⁻¹) and coulombic efficiency (%) of silver-zinc wire battery cycled at 0.25C charge and 0.5C discharge rates between 1 and 1.8 V. (B) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves for cycles 3, 30, and 90 of the battery in (A). (C) Specific capacity (mA-hour cm⁻¹) and coulombic efficiency (%) of silver-zinc wire battery cycled between 1 and 1.8 V at charge rates C, 0.5C, and 0.25C and discharge rates 2C, C, and 0.5C, respectively. (D) Galvanostatic charge-discharge curves of the battery in (C). (E) Optical images of the flexible wire battery in a relaxed and deformed state. (F) Cycling performance of the battery operated in a flat configuration and while being continuously flexed to a bending diameter (D) of 1 cm.
periodic stretch conditions at 0.25C charge and 0.5C discharge rates between 1 and 1.8 V. The specific capacity was normalized by the active area of the battery, that is, excluding the area occupied by the elastomer, and is in the range of 3.5 mA·hours cm\(^{-2}\) when discharged at the 0.5C rate, as can be seen in Fig. 3 (A to C). Figure 3A shows electrochemical cycling performance of the battery that was first operated in a relaxed configuration (region I) and then stretched to 100% (region II) followed by cycling in a relaxed configuration (region III). Subsequently, the battery was subjected to five sets of 100 stretch cycles. Every set of 100 stretch cycles was alternated with one electrochemical cycle (region IV) followed by cycling in a relaxed configuration (region V). This set of experiments allowed characterization of the electromechanical performance of the battery after periodic stretching as well as under the strain of 100%.

Electrochemical cycling performance of the battery in flat and 100% stretched configurations is presented in Fig. 3A as regions I, II, and III. The initial value of capacity is ~3.5 mA·hours cm\(^{-2}\). The capacity increases during the electrochemical cycle immediately following the change in mechanical configuration of the battery, that is, after the battery is stretched (region II) and after it is released to its original state (region III), and then gradually stabilizes to its initial value during five consecutive cycles. The galvanostatic charge-discharge curves for the 2nd (flat configuration), 12th (stretched configuration), and 22nd (flat configuration) electrochemical cycles are presented in Fig. 3B. The internal resistance (IR) drop is not observed from the plateaus of the charge-discharge curves after the battery was stretched, indicating that active materials are not delaminating from the current collectors. Overall, the battery exhibits stable performance in both flat and 100% stretched configurations with minor fluctuations in the capacity in both cases.

Region IV in Fig. 3A shows electrochemical cycling performance of the battery under the periodic stretch condition. The data demonstrate that the overall capacity of the battery increases by >3% after 200 stretch cycles and remains unaffected by 300 consecutive stretch cycles. This minor change in capacity can also be observed in the corresponding galvanostatic charge-discharge curves (for the electrochemical cycles following the 1st, 100th, 200th, 300th, 400th, and 500th stretch cycles) presented in Fig. 3C. The specific discharge capacity of the battery increased from ~3.5 to ~3.6 mA·hours cm\(^{-2}\) after 200 stretch cycles and remained stable on subsequent cycles. Thus, these results clearly demonstrate that the stretchable battery based on serpentine current collector exhibits stable cycling profile when tested under both periodic mechanical load conditions and in a stretched configuration.

The simple serpentine configuration is suitable for systems intended for uniaxial stretching. The configuration allows easy connection of several batteries in series to produce higher output voltage, if such is required. Four serpentine-shaped batteries are connected in series continuously to power an organic light-emitting diode (OLED) (with the current demand of 4.17 mA at ~6 V) while being stretched to 100%, as shown in Fig. 3D. Electronic systems designed for biaxial in-plane stretching cannot be effectively integrated with a battery having serpentine configuration because of the unidirectional stretchability of the serpentine system. This drawback can be overcome by changing the current collector geometry to a self-similar serpentine ribbon. Figure 3E shows schematics of the self-similar serpentine and optical images of the full battery assembled around such a current collector in relaxed and stretched configurations. Figure 3 shows that the geometry of the battery facilitates its biaxial stretching. This makes a battery with self-similar serpentine configuration a promising candidate for integration with devices that stretch along two axes.

### Integration into wearable energy-harvesting and storage accessory

We have developed a wearable energy-harvesting and storage bracelet based on organic photovoltaic modules and the wire-shaped batteries described above. A power source in the form of a bracelet is ideal to power wearable sensors on the wrist, a location in which a number of vital biosignals can be measured (1). For this application, the battery dimensions are selected to provide sufficient capacity to power wearable low-power electronics, and the voltage of the photovoltaic module is selected to charge the battery directly without the addition of circuitry such as maximum power point tracking. The rate and efficiency of battery charging from the photovoltaic module are characterized under sunlight and indoor lighting conditions, and battery charging profiles through typical day lighting conditions are studied.

The design of a battery for integration into a wearable system is guided by considerations such as safety, mechanical properties, and the amount of energy required to satisfy the application requirements. Wire architecture, whose design allows seamless integration into accessories, was chosen for this system. We used a low duty cycle resistive sensor system (37) as a target electronic system that could be powered by the battery. The battery was designed to meet the energy requirement of such a system, which was estimated to be ~6 megawatt-hours day\(^{-1}\). The capacity of the wire battery can be readily adjusted by varying its length and was tuned to be 4 mA·hours, which is sufficient for powering the sensor system during the course of 1 day.

Because increasing the length of the wire battery can lead to increased IR, causing the battery to discharge at lower voltage, we investigated the amount of the voltage drop to ensure that the battery of the chosen length can meet the energy requirements of the target system and studied the cycling performance of the battery to ensure that it retains its capacity during cycling (Supplementary Methods and fig. S9). The battery maintained the capacity set by the wearable accessory design parameters after 50 electrochemical cycles, provided the target discharge voltage of ~1.5 V, and could be cycled at different charge-discharge rates in a range relevant to solar charging.

Although flexibility is frequently mentioned as a strict requirement for wearable electronics, jewelry is an exception because it often contains a combination of rigid and flexible structures. Thus, a wide range of potential jewelry-integrated power source designs can be explored that include both rigid and flexible devices. Here, rigid organic photovoltaic (OPV) modules were designed with the architecture shown in Fig. 4A, based on a bulk heterojunction active layer of poly[N9’-heptadecanyl-2,7-carbazole-alt-5,5-(4,7-di-2-thienyl-2’,1’,3’-benzothiadiazole)] (PCDTBT) and [6,6]-phenyl C\(_{71}\)-butyric acid methyl ester (PC\(_{71}\)BM). The modules used indium tin oxide (ITO)-coated glass substrates, a hole transport layer of poly(3,4-ethylenedioxythiphene)/polystyrene sulfonate (PEDOT/PSS), and a cathode of aluminum with a dipole interlayer of polyethylene imine ethoxylated (PEIE). Glass substrates are an excellent barrier against oxygen and moisture permeation into the organic solar cell, in addition to withstanding the high temperatures required for deposition of high-quality ITO films (46). In addition, because wearable devices are expected to experience indoor light levels much of the time, the OPV modules were optimized for low light using the layer thicknesses reported previously (47).

When designing solar modules to be directly connected to batteries, the value of most interest is the power output over the battery voltage range during charging, which is ~1.6 to 1.8 V here. Figures S10 and S11 show the power output and the typical current-voltage characteristics of OPV modules with one to four series-connected cells under sunlight.
and compact fluorescent light (CFL) lighting. A module with four cells was selected because it provides a constant and high charging current over the battery voltage range. Figure 4B and table S1 compare the output of the four-cell modules under CFL and LED illuminance of 300 lux, a typical lighting condition for offices and other indoor locations \(^{(47)}\), and 3000 lux, corresponding to a location several centimeters below a typical indoor light source. Because the illuminance is weighted by the sensitivity of the human eye, light sources with the same illuminance (lux) but a different spectrum will provide a different irradiance (W m\(^{-2}\)). For example, the irradiance corresponding to an illuminance of 300 lux is 0.180 mW cm\(^{-2}\) for the CFL and 0.104 mW cm\(^{-2}\) for the LED. The CFL emission spectrum also has a greater overlap with the
absorption spectrum of the PCDTBT/PC_{71}BM active layer than the LED does (47). The combination of these two factors resulted in a two times higher photocurrent and ~30% higher power conversion efficiency (PCE) under the CFL than under the LED.

The performance of the OPV module under simulated solar illumination is given in Fig. 4C. The efficiency was lower than with the CFL or LED lighting, 2.2%, in part because a smaller portion of the solar spectrum lies within the active layer’s absorption window. The fill factor was reduced from >55 to 45% because of the increased impact of series resistance resulting from the higher current and particular module geometry. Nevertheless, the maximum power output under sunlight was 5 mW, which is sufficient to power many types of wearable health-monitoring systems (37, 48, 49).

The OPV modules and batteries were then connected together to characterize the solar charging process in a wearable energy-harvesting and storage system. Figure 4D shows photographs of a bracelet consisting of a four-cell OPV module with a wire battery integrated into the wristband, an example design of an energy-harvesting and storage accessory. The OPV module was connected directly to the battery, maintaining it at the same voltage as the battery throughout charging. The voltage across and current flowing into the battery during 12 hours of charging under the 3000 lux CFL are given in Fig. 4E, showing the increase in battery voltage as it charged as well as the stability of the OPV module current. Figure 4F shows the voltage and current as the battery was charged completely under simulated sunlight. The duration of the charge, 4 hours, with an average current of 1.4 mA, is consistent
with the measured capacity of the battery operated at this rate. After each charging period, the battery was discharged at a current of 4 mA, and the energy transferred in each stage of the energy conversion and storage process was calculated to determine the energy conversion and storage efficiency (ECSE), a figure of merit commonly used in solar supercapacitor charging systems (50). A full analysis of the ECSE calculation is given in the Supplementary Methods. The power conversion efficiency of the solar module was higher under the CFL than the sunlight, due to the better spectral overlap and reduced effect of series resistance, whereas the battery round-trip energy efficiency was higher under the sunlight because the faster charging rate creates a more optimal silver electrode morphology as discussed previously. Overall, the ECSE was 2.7 times higher under the CFL (2.7% versus 1.0% under sunlight).

To determine the relative contributions of indoor and outdoor light harvesting to the battery charge, the OPV modules were exposed to conditions simulating a typical day: 30 min of sunlight, 4 hours of indoor light, 1 hour of sunlight, 4 hours of indoor light, and 30 min of sunlight. The voltage and current into the battery were monitored throughout the day, using either 300 or 3000 lux CFL illumination for the indoor lighting condition, as shown in Fig. 4 (G and H, respectively). Figure 4 (G and H) also shows the cumulative stored charge in the battery, equal to the integral of the current. When the indoor illuminance is 300 lux, the amount of energy harvested is dominated by the amount of time spent in the sun. In the example day shown in Fig. 4G, only 2.8% of the charge stored in the battery resulted from the indoor light harvesting. However, when the indoor illuminance was increased to 3000 lux, the charge collected during the indoor portions of the day increased correspondingly by a factor of 10, contributing 27% of the total charge. The slopes of the stored charge curves in Fig. 4 (G and H) can be used to visualize the charge contributions during the different lighting phases, clearly indicating that the 3000 lux condition contributed a significant fraction of the total charge, whereas the 300 lux condition did not. Thus, if the system is expected to experience a lighting profile like that in Fig. 4G on most days, then having a high 1-sun ECSE is far more important than having a high low-light ECSE, because the charge collected during the indoor phases is nearly negligible compared to that of the sunlight phases. On the other hand, if the system will frequently be exposed to higher indoor illuminance, then a high low-light ECSE is also important because both sunlight and indoor phases would contribute significantly to the total charge. Because this system exhibits a particularly high ECSE under the CFL, it is especially well suited for wearing under conditions of higher indoor illuminance, such as those illustrated in Fig. 4H.

**DISCUSSION**

We demonstrate a new design concept to fabricate stretchable and flexible batteries. This strategy relies on using mechanically robust current collector geometries such as serpentine or helical springs to serve as a structural support for the rest of the battery components. The choice of current collector geometry determines the mechanical properties of the battery. To demonstrate the concept, we explored two different current collector geometries—helical band spring and serpentine ribbon. The battery fabricated around the helical band spring current collector has the form factor of a flexible wire. Such geometry ensured omnidirectional flexibility and fatigue resistance to flexing motions. Electrochemical-mechanical characterization of flexible wire-shaped batteries based on the helical band spring current collector showed that they can withstand flexing >17,000 times to the bending radius of 0.5 cm. The elongation of the wire battery is limited by the mechanical properties of the polymer electrolyte, cellophane layer, and silver electrode. To achieve devices that can be readily stretched, we fabricated batteries around serpentine ribbon current collectors. Serpentine-shaped batteries retained their electrochemical performance while being stretched to 100% and can accommodate flexible motions in one plane. Furthermore, we have shown that biaxial stretching can be realized by the utilization of a self-similar serpentine current collector. Therefore, using current collectors with spring and serpentine geometries as a backbone for the battery components represents a promising fabrication approach to compliant batteries with a range of mechanical properties. Integration with the organic solar module into a wearable energy bracelet and study of the performance of such an accessory under conditions simulating a day of use demonstrate the suitability of these batteries for real-life applications.

**MATERIALS AND METHODS**

**Fabrication of battery components**

To fabricate the helical band spring current collector, we used a 125-μm-diameter tin-coated copper wire (Alpha Wire, Tinned Copper, ASTM-B-33, CID-A-A-95951). Tin (Sn), 40 micro-inches thick, is plated on copper by the manufacturer as a corrosion inhibitor. The wire was cold-rolled using calendar press to a thickness of 30 μm and wound around a 1-mm-diameter rod to form a helical band spring. To fabricate the serpentine current collector, the same wire was first bent into a serpentine structure of the desired configuration and then cold-rolled to a thickness of 30 μm.

The zinc electrode was electrodeposited on a tin-coated copper current collector (Alfa Aesar) in the galvanostatic mode at the current density of 40 mA cm⁻² for 3000 s using Gamry potentiostat. To prepare the electrolyte, we dissolved corresponding amounts of KOH (Sigma-Aldrich, 85% anhydrous pellet) and ZnO (Sigma-Aldrich, 99.9%) in deionized (DI) water to produce 5.6 M KOH-0.37 M ZnO solution. Bi₂O₃ (0.1 g) (Sigma-Aldrich 99.999%) was added to the solution and mixed overnight.

The silver electrode was prepared by dipping stainless steel conductive thread (SparkFun, conductive thread #60) into silver nanoparticle ink (DuPont 5064H). Excess ink was thoroughly removed. The silver-coated thread was sintered for 30 min at 140°C in the vacuum oven. The resulting silver electrode was approximately 250 μm thick. The electrode was calendared to 20% of its original thickness using a calendar press.

Polymer electrolyte was prepared by mixing PVA (Sigma-Aldrich, Mᵦ 85,000 to 124,000, 99% hydrolyzed) with DI water in a 1:10 ratio and left to dissolve overnight in the oven at 80°C. The liquid electrolyte was added to the mixture drop by drop to achieve a 1:1.3 PVA/KOH ratio (by dry weight). The mixture was stirred for at least 2 hours.

**Battery assembly**

Zn electrode was either dip-coated (in the case of the wire battery) or spray-coated (in the case of the serpentine battery) with PVA polymer electrolyte. The cellophane film (McMaster-Carr) was cut into strips and then wrapped around the anode-electrolyte assembly followed by wrapping the silver electrode. The batteries were sealed into stretchable elastomer (3M 4910). KOH (2 M)—ZnO (0.2 M) liquid electrolyte saturated with Bi₂O₃ was added before sealing the battery in the amount of 50 μl per centimeter of battery length. The serpentine battery was encapsulated within the elastomer matrix and sandwiched between...
two elastomeric sheets. The matrix serves a dual function. First, it provides the spacing required for the out-of-plane rotation while the battery is being stretched. Second, it ensures that the battery deforms uniformly throughout the whole length. The schematic of the encapsulation is presented on the example of simple serpentine battery in fig. S12. The wire battery was encapsulated in a similar manner, with a well cut in the middle elastomer sheet replacing the matrix.

**OPV module fabrication**

ITO-coated glass substrates (Thin Film Devices) were cleaned in acetone followed by isopropanol and then plasma-cleaned for 5 min. PEDOT/PSS (Clevios P VP AI 4083) was spin-cast onto the ITO glass at 4000 rpm and baked on a hot plate at 130°C for 10 min. The active layer solution was made with 1:3.7 PCDTBT (Saint-Jean Photochimie)/PC71BM (Solaris), with total concentration of 21 mg/ml, in o-dichlorobenzene with 5% dimethyl sulfoxide. After heating overnight at 80°C to dissolve, the active layer solution was spin-cast in the glove box at 1250 rpm to form a film with thickness of 55 nm, as measured with a Dektak profilometer. PEIE (Sigma-Aldrich) diluted to 0.048 weight % (wt %) in ethanol was spin-cast onto the samples at 1250 rpm. Samples were then baked at 70°C for 10 min. The organic layers were mechanically scribed to allow series connections to be made between the cells. Aluminum (100 nm) was thermally evaporated to complete the modules. Modules were encapsulated using Delo Katiobond LP612 ultraviolet-curable epoxy and glass or polyethylene naphthalate. The dimension of each cell was 1.5 × 0.2 cm, giving an active area of 0.3 cm². The size of the four-cell modules, including the active area of the cells, the spaces between them, and the contact areas, was 1.8 × 1.14 cm. Module efficiency was calculated on the basis of this area, 2.05 cm².

**Battery characterization**

EIS measurements were performed at frequencies ranging from 10⁶ to 0.1 Hz at an amplitude of 10 mV at open circuit condition using Gamry Reference 600 electrochemical analyzer. The battery was fully discharged and allowed to equilibrate for at least 3 hours before each measurement. Full cells were tested using an MTS battery analyzer. SEM microscopy was carried out on TM-1000 (Hitachi).

**OPV battery system characterization**

Battery current collectors were connected to the corresponding OPV module terminals using conductive epoxy (Circuit Works, Technical Data Sheet #CW 2400). Simulated solar illumination (air mass 1.5) was provided using an Oriel Sol1A solar simulator. Indoor illumination was provided using either a CFL (GE Energy Smart Daylight CFL 6500 K) or a LED (Feit Electric Dimmable A19 LED 3000 K) bulb. The height of the bulbs above the solar module was adjusted to produce either 300 or 3000 lux, using a Hamamatsu S2387-66R silicon photodiode to measure the power and a Thorlabs C2CS200 spectrophotometer to measure the lamp spectra. A Keithley 2400 Series SourceMeter was used to measure the current-voltage characteristics of the OPV modules and to record the current and voltage during solar battery charging.

**SUPPLEMENTARY MATERIALS**

Supplementary material for this article is available at http://advances.sciencemag.org/cgi/content/full/3/6/e1602051/DC1
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